ABSTRACT Information centric networking is one of the most promising future Internet architectures to tackle the increasing network traffic by enabling in-network caching to cache popular contents. Although in-network caching reduces the network traffic by providing requested content locally to the users, several challenging issues are still unsolved. For example, identical contents are replicated in all routers along each request's forwarding path, which incurs faster cache replacement and degrades cache utilization, and temporally cached content's locations are not easy to track or search in the network. Besides, it is tough to correctly predict future popularity of contents and decide which contents to store. Hence, in this paper, an online caching and cooperative forwarding scheme is proposed to enhance cache utilization and to reduce network delay, as well as reduce the workload on each router. The caching problem is formulated as a Ski-Rental problem, which is a classical method for online decision making, in combination with consistent-hashing to obtain an online coordinated caching solution. The proposed request forwarding scheme is based on consistent-hashing, where every router knows the potential location of the cached copy of the requested content and thereby avoiding the unnecessary forwarding. Finally, the proposed request forwarding and caching schemes were validated by a chunk-level simulator. The simulation results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the existing algorithms in terms of content hit rate, server load, the processing load on routers, and access delay.
Two types of packets manage the data flow: Data packets and Interest packets. Data packets are stored in the content store in the form of a sequence of segments (called chunks). Interest packets are issued by the user, who then gets the Data packet for the requested content. Thus, each router initially checks its content store when an Interest packet arrives.
If the requested content is found, the router retrieves the requested content, assembles the Data packet for the reply and discards the Interest packet. If the requested content is not present in the content store, the router forwards Interest packet towards the potential content location or content providers (content servers) using the information from FIB which stores the name prefix of contents to forward the Interest packets in lieu of IP address. Routers keep the information of the unresolved forwarded Interest packets in a PIT which aggregates the identical Interest packets from different users, forwarding only one Interest packet and returning the relevant Data packet to all the listed requesters when it arrives. If a router receives a Data packet for which it has no entry in the PIT, it considers the packet to be redundant or outdated and discards it.
Every NDN node decides three important strategies:
• Cache decision: the node decides whether to cache the content or not.
• Cache replacement: the node deletes old chunks for new incoming chunks when its cache space is full.
• Forwarding: the node chooses its logical and physical interfaces to forward the Interest packets.
B. CHALLENGES/ISSUES
Cache utlization: Caching every chunk passing through NDN node is the simplest cache decision, however, this leads to the redundant caching problem, i.e., identical content replicated in all routers along each request's forwarding path, incurs faster cache replacement and degrades cache utilization. As a result, this type of caching decision reduces the cache availability for the whole network. Hence, duplicate contents need to be removed. The elimination of duplicate contents can improve cache utilization, but it requires some extra processing, i.e., exchanging control messages between neighboring routers and computation on each router. Hence, the major challenge is controlling the trade-off between cache utilization and overhead incurred by computation and message exchange. Content retrieval delay: Content retrieval delay varies depending on its cached location. To achieve minimum delay, the most frequently requested contents (popular contents) should be stored at the router which is the nearest to users. Further, the router should prevent replacing old popular contents with new unpopular contents.
Content store processing load: Typically, all of the arriving requests are searched in the content store to know whether the requested contents are located in the cache storage or not and that searching process increases the processing load on each router. Thus, the content store processing load should be distributed in order to reduce the processing load on each router.
C. CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, the network is separated into two groups to facilitate management; i) the self-governing backhaul network termed as Regional Cache Cluster (RCC), and ii) the access network which includes access nodes such as Base-Stations (BSs), Small-cell Base-Stations (SBSs) and access routers. Access nodes are located at the nearest points to the users; hence, access nodes will cache the popular content to achieve improved performance by employing online caching. RCC utilizes online coordinated caching and consistent hashing [5] based forwarding process to improve cache efficiency, as well as to reduce the content store processing load on each router. We apply consistent hashing for RCC using the virtual nodes concept from the Dynamo (key-value store) partition technique [6] . The consistent hash ring map enables the routers to filter out the duplicate content chunks, and forward each Interest packet directly toward the custodian routers 1 2 . Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a cache decision and forwarding algorithm using a consistent hash ring to improve cache hits, reduce the router's processing load, and eliminate duplicate contents.
• We formulate the cache decision problem as a Ski-Rental problem (discuss details in Sec. V-A), which is solved using a randomized online caching and replacement algorithm to store valuable content instead of keeping all the content that passes through the node.
• We evaluate our proposed scheme by using CCNSim [7] . The simulation results show that the proposed scheme improves the cache hit probability up to 42% than overall existing algorithms. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. II covers the related work. The system model is described in Sec. III, while the proposed scheme is presented in Sec. IV. The performance evaluation of the proposed scheme is given in Sec. IV. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sec. VII.
II. RELATED WORK
There are many existing researches on caching and forwarding in NDN. We classify some of these works by their caching policies (i.e., coordinated or uncoordinated) and forwarding policies (i.e., non-cooperative or cooperative).
Uncoordinated caching strategy 3 stores the contents on the return path 4 without any predefined location [4] , [8] - [14] NDN usually uses Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE) policy [4] . When following LCE, routers cache each packet that passes through them. LCE is simple to implement and execute, but the duplicate contents are stored in all the routers along the return path. Hence, LCE reduces overall cache utilization in 1 Custodian routers are predefined routers that store relevant content filtered using the consistent hash ring. 2 The hash ring map helps to reduce the processing load on the router by skipping the content store check 3 Here thereafter, we use caching policy and caching strategy interchangeably. 4 The path which the Interest packet is forwarded.
the network. Leave Copy Down (LCD) policy [8] reduces the duplicate contents on the return path but still does not eliminate it completely. Probabilistic caching schemes [9] - [12] are proposed to reduce content access delay and improve cache space utilization, in which contents are cached on the router based on its cache capacity and location of the router. Cost aware caching is proposed in [13] and [14] , in which contents are cached on the router based on the cost of each content. Coordinated caching stores the contents off the path to improve the overall network cache utilization [15] - [27] . Several content's popularity prediction based caching schemes such as deep learning based scheme [15] , [16] are proposed to improve the cache utilization. Compared to the online caching scheme [17] , [18] , deep learning based scheme needs high computational resources and a huge amount of data for training. To reduce the energy consumption for retrieving contents, [19] proposed energy aware caching scheme. Wang et al. [21] and Sourlas et al. [22] used to control message exchange to eliminate the duplicate contents or chunks which increase the network traffic. To avoid increasing network traffic while simultaneously eliminating duplicate content, hash-based caching was proposed [22] - [25] . Although classical hashing [22] - [25] is lightweight and efficient, it suffers from inconsistency and load balancing problems. In our previous work [26] , [27] , we used consistent hashing [5] as a foundation of forwarding and caching strategies to solve these problems. So, we can significantly improve the cache utilization in [26] . However, the delay in accessing the contents remains high. Thus, in [27] , we used a controller to make cache decisions, where the controller collects all content information. This reduces access delay but increases the control message overhead.
Non-cooperative forwarding [28] - [30] schemes, such as Interest flooding scheme, forward the Interest packets without exchanging the control messages. Flooding the Interest packets increases network traffic and degrades network performance [28] . To avoid network degradation, in [29] , the Interest packets flooding is limited to the hop count threshold. In [30] , routers rank the interfaces and choose the best path to retrieve requested content. If the first ranked router does not provide the content, the router chooses the second-ranked interface to forward an unsatisfied request.
Cooperative forwarding reduces network traffic and processing load at the routers due to Interest packets flooding [17] , [20] - [27] , [31] , [32] . Liu et al. [31] and Zheng et al. [32] improved the throughput of the vehicular network by considering cooperative Interest packet forwarding mechanism among cluster's members and the base station, where clusters are formed based on mobility behaviors of nodes. In [17] , [20] , and [21] , requests are forwarded cooperatively while the contents are cached in a coordinated manner, in which the router announces cached content information to its neighbors. The information exchange increases the control message overhead. To reduce this overhead, the hashing based forwarding scheme is used in [22] - [27] as in coordinated caching.
Cache replacement strategy informs the router which old chunks to delete for new incoming chunks when its cache space is full. The cache replacement strategies can be classified into i) recency-based, ii) frequency-based, iii) recency/frequency-based, iv) function-based [25] , and v) randomized strategies [33] . The most widely used cache replacement policy is the Least Recently Used (LRU) policy where the LRU content is replaced with the new incoming content, in case the cache is full.
Proposed scheme Hence, in this paper, we solve the problem of simultaneously caching non-duplicate contents and reducing control message overhead. We proposed the distributed caching scheme, which uses consistent hashing [5] , [6] as a basis for non-duplicate caching where the actual cache decision is done by the Ski-Rental [35] based randomized online caching algorithm. Compared to the deep learning based approach, our proposal does not need high computing resources and large dataset to train, where the nodes make a cache decision based on the Ski-Rental problem without knowing the future popularity of each content or with limited information. Also, the probabilistic caching scheme cannot eliminate the duplicate content effectively. In order to reduce the Interest packet flooding as well as to fit with the consistent hashing based caching scheme, we proposed Interest packet forwarding scheme which used the same consistent hashing scheme as in cache decision. 
III. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model for our proposed caching and forwarding scheme is shown in Fig. 1 . The important abbreviations and notations used in this paper are presented in Table 1 . R is denoted as the set of content routers and B is denoted as the set of access nodes. These two sets constitutes the set of nodes in the network (i.e., V = B ∪ R) such that each node v ∈ V is connected to some other node v ∈ V via intermediate links. The set of these intermediate links or edges are denoted by E, and undirected graph G = (V, E) represents the whole network. The content routers can be classified into i) negotiator router, VOLUME 6, 2018 ii) bridge router, and iii) gateway router. The negotiator router collects group information to generate a hash ring map, the bridge router is the connector between the router groups, and the gateway router is the connector between the autonomous systems. If S v denotes the cache capacity of v, the total cache capacity of the autonomous system is S = v∈V S v . The set of content chunks F is stored at the content servers where F {f ij | f ij is the j-th chunk of i-th content}.
The content routers are formed into several groups A = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n } inside an AS by the system administrator, depending on their geographical location, i.e., r ∈ A n , if router r is in group A n . The number of routers in group A n is A n = |A n |. Each router r in the group A n possesses a set of keys K n r , which are defined as virtual routers. Each group of routers constructs the consistent hash ring map K n r ⊆ K n , where K n r is the keys of the router r of group n and K n is the total keys or the consistent hash ring map of the group n. The consistent hash ring map is used to filter the caching of overlapping content and Interest packet forwarding within a group.
Initially, the network administrator manually forms groups or clusters on the basis of the geographical locations of the routers. Then, each group elects a Negotiator Router by calculating the closeness centrality using (1) . Closeness centrality is one method to measure the importance of a router. The higher the closeness centrality, the closer the router is located to every router in the group, and the higher the importance of that router. The normalized closeness centrality κ(r) of each router is calculated by
where d(r, j) denotes the total number of shortest paths from router r to router j; N denotes the number of routers or group size within one group; and the shortest paths are calculated by Dijkstra's algorithm. The router with the highest closeness centrality, thus, becomes the Negotiator Router of the group. The Negotiator Router announces itself as the Negotiator Router to its group members. Then, all of the group-members reply their information, such as cache capacity and the number of interfaces, to the Negotiator Router to construct the consistent hash ring map, K n . Finally, the Negotiator Router distributes the constructed hash ring map to all the members.
IV. COOPERATIVE FORWARDING AND RANDOMIZED CACHING IN CONTENT CENTRIC NETWORKING
In this section, we first present the proposed modified NDN engine's components and modified Interest packet. Second, we discuss the construction of a consistent hash ring map, which is the basic component of the forwarding and caching process. Next, we present the forwarding process of access nodes, and coordinated forwarding process of the regional content centric cache cluster. Third, we discuss the caching process, which applies the Ski-Rental problem to the cache decision. At the end of this section, we discuss how to manage router failures, removals, and additions. 
A. AUGMENTED NDN
We added new mechanisms to modify the original NDN to support our proposed cooperative forwarding and online caching. The components inside the router are shown in Fig. 2 , which is a modified version of the original NDN engine [4] . The cluster routers need all the components to operate, but the access nodes need only the components inside the dotted box. The FIB and content store remain the same as in the original proposal. The major differences between the original and proposed systems are as follows:
• Hash ring is constructed to identify the custodian router of the incoming Interest packet within a group. Using the hash ring and routing table, the non-custodian router forwards the Interest packets directly to the custodian without checking its content store. The construction of the hash ring and its benefits are discussed in detail in Sec. IV-B.
• Cache decision bit, x ij r ∈ {0, 1}, is added to PIT in each router. If x ij r = 1, then the chunk j of content i is stored in the content store at router r. Otherwise (i.e., x ij r = 0), the chunk, f ij , is not stored. The cache decision is made using a randomized online caching algorithm before forwarding the unsatisfied Interest packet. In our previous work [26] , we used the hash ring map for both Interest and Data packet filtering, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Using the hash ring map in both cases reduced the performance of the router. The cache decision bit lets the router or access nodes to quickly identify whether the arriving content chunk should be stored in its content store, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). In this case, the router does not need to reuse the consistent hash ring mapping in the cache decision process when a requested Data packet arrives. To support our proposed mechanisms, we added four new fields to the Interest packet; 1) Interest Type (d IT ij ) classifies the Interest packets for coordinated forwarding 2) Custodian ID (d CID ij ) identifies which router will cache the content chunk.
is used to manage the router failures or adding/removing routers in a group. We will further discuss Interest packet types in Sec. IV-C and key update in Sec. IV-E.
B. CACHE-CAPACITY-AWARE CONSISTENT HASH RING MAP
Hash functions eliminate duplicate content chunks without using flooding strategy in Interest message packet forwarding or extra control messages. Hence, it is the preferred method for coordinated caching and cooperative forwarding schemes. Hashing can be categorized into classical or consistent hashing. Previously, the classical hashing have been widely used in the caching and forwarding process [23] - [25] . Although the classical-hash-functionbased caching and forwarding process is lightweight, it suffers from inconsistency and load balancing problems because its hash value (usually the number of routers) is used for mapping the contents to the routers. Consistent hashing has several variants, and the original consistent hashing [5] uses a key range (a ring as shown in Fig. 4 ) and the nodes (servers) are allocated on the ring by the hash function. Incoming requests are mapped onto the ring using the hash values. The router located first in the clockwise direction on the ring handles the requests or content. The drawback here is that, if a router leaves the group, all the values assigned to it are shifted to the next router in the clockwise direction, which can cause some serious load balancing issues. Hence, we introduce the concept of virtual routers (or keys) to consistent hashing as given in [6] to construct the hash ring which forms the foundation for the Interest packet forwarding and caching process.
Each virtual router (or key) k is a non-negative random variable which follows a uniformly random distribution with k ∈ [k min , k max ] ⊆ R + , where k min and k max are the minimum and maximum limits of the key range, respectively. The keys are allocated proportionally to the physical content routers based on their cache sizes as shown in Fig. 4 , i.e., a content router with a larger cache size possesses more keys than a content router with smaller cache size. Each content chunk can then be filtered and cached in physical content routers using the hash ring map. In the case of a router failure, the keys on the failed router are distributed proportionally to the remaining routers. An example of key distribution is shown in Fig. 4 where routers A (Cache size: 500 chunks, 5 keys), B (Cache size: 400 chunks, 4 keys), C (Cache size: 300 chunks, 3 keys) and D (Cache size: 200 chunks, 2 keys) are allocated keys proportionally depending on their cache sizes. Thus, unlike the original consistent hashing, in our proposal, router failure will not cause all its keys to be dumped onto a single router.
C. INTEREST PACKET FORWARDING
In Interest packet forwarding, the node sends the request to neighboring nodes if the requested content is not found in its content store. The process of Interest packet forwarding in access nodes and content routers are different. Hence, we differentiate Interest forwarding into: i) forwarding in VOLUME 6, 2018 access nodes as shown in Fig. 5(a) , and ii) forwarding in content router as shown Fig. 5(b) .
1) INTEREST FORWARDING IN ACCESS NODES
The detailed process for interest forwarding in access nodes are described in Alg. 1 and Fig. 5(a) . First, when the Interest packet d ij arrives, the access nodes search the requested content in its content store (line 3). If the requested content chunk f ij is found, the access nodes reply the content to the user immediately (line 4). Otherwise, access nodes run Alg. 5 to update the cache decision bit x ij r (line 6). This will further be discussed in Sec. V). Reply f ij 5: else 6: Run Alg. 5 to set x ij v 7:
Algorithm 1 Interest Forwarding in
Forward the request d ij .
11:
Stop forwarding the request d ij .
Second, the access nodes check the PIT for the Interest packet (line 7). If the Interest packet is not listed in the PIT yet, it is added to the PIT (line 8), and access nodes forward the Interest packet to other routers by using FIB (line 9). Otherwise, it is added to the PIT (line 11), and access nodes stop forwarding the d ij (line 12).
2) INTEREST FORWARDING IN ROUTERS
The detailed process for interest forwarding in content router is described in Alg. 2 and Fig. 5(b Compute key by hashing k = h(d ij ) .
6:
Find router r that possesses key k ∈ K n r .
7:
if v = r then 8: Repeat lines 3 to 8 from Alg. 1 9:
10:
Forward d ij to gateway d GWID ij 11:
13:
Forward d ij to custodian router r. 
Repeat lines 5 to 13, expect 10 23:
Depending on Interest type, router r performs one of the following three actions.
In case d IT ij = 0 (line 4), the router checks the arriving Interest packet's name with a hash function to get its corresponding key (line 5). If the router possesses the key, it is the custodian of that Interest packet (line 6). For example, as shown in Fig. 1 , r 5 is the custodian of Interest packet ''youtube.com/A/01'' whose corresponding key k = 0. On the other hand, r 5 is not the custodian of Interest packet ''youtube.com/A/02'' with its corresponding key k = 3. If the current router is the custodian (line 7), it searches the requested content in its content store. If the requested content chunk f ij is found, the router replies the content to the user immediately. Otherwise, router runs Alg. 5 
D. INTEREST TYPES USED IN FORWARDING PROCESS
We introduce the different types of Interest packets to achieve the following properties: i) to enable direct Interest packet forwarding to the custodian router, ii) to reduce the usage of the hash function and the consistent hash ring, iii) to enable the inter-cluster forwarding, and vi) to prevent the blocking of the Interest packet by an intermediate router.
The following example explains how the intermediate router blocks the Interest packet. In NDN, an intermediate router can block an unsatisfied Interest packet from the custodian router with any type of hash-based forwarding scheme or coordinated forwarding. In Fig. 4 , router A requests a chunk to router B (via router C), which is the custodian of Interest packet I , and the requested chunk is not in router B's content store. Thus, router B requests the requested chunk to the content server via router C. Therefore, router C receives the same Interest packet: one from router A, and another one from router B. In the normal case, router C will hold the Interest packet from custodian router B because it already has the PIT entry for the first Interest packet forwarded to router B from router A, which means the users never get the Data packet and need to send the same Interest packet repeatedly when their requests time out. Enabling router C to forward the request to the gateway (D) requires a new mechanism. Li et al. [23] solved this problem by using piggyback Interest packets. In our proposal, we use the Interest Type d IT ij field in the Interest message.
The router can easily identify the type of Interest packet by checking d IT ij field in the Interest packet. We use three types of Interest packets. The default value of this field, d IT ij = 0, represents the normal Interest, which is processed normally as in the original NDN [4] . When a router receives this type of packet, it searches the custodian of the Interest packet by using the hash function. On the other hand, d IT ij = 1 represents the custodian forward Interest, which the router uses to forward the Interest packet directly to the custodian router without checking its content store. Finally, d IT ij = 2 represents the gateway forward Interest, which the router uses to forward the Interest packet directly to the gateway.
E. MANAGEMENT OF ROUTERS AND KEYS
In the case of router failure (or removal), the failed router will be removed from the consistent hash ring map (line 1), and its key will be redistributed to remaining routers as described in Alg. 3. The failure of a router is detected by using a NACK Interest packet as in [34] . When a router failure is detected, K n i ← K n i ∪ {k} with probability ω i .
the detecting router informs to the Negotiator Router. Then, the Negotiator Router updates the consistent hash ring map by redistributing the keys of the failed router to others inside the group without affecting the fairness and then distributing the new hash ring map to all routers as described in Alg. 3. The old key-values mapping to the failed router remains the same in the new hash ring map (line 4). For example, if router A fails in Fig. 4 , the failure can be detected by router C, which is the Negotiator Router. Then, router C updates the hash ring and redistribute keys of router A, for example, key value 3 to router C and key value 11 to router D. Thus, with consistent hashing, incoming Interest packets and cached content for the failed router can easily be mapped to other routers with minimal configuration changes.
Algorithm 4 Router Addition 1:
A n = A n ∪ {r}. Cacluate key weight: ν i = |K n i |/|K n |.
5:
while ν i > ω i do 6: Randomly select a key k ∈ K n i .
7:
K n i ← K n i \ {k}.
8:
K n r ← K n r ∪ {k}.
9:
Cacluate ν j = |K n j |/|K n |, ∀j ∈ {i, r}.
In the case of router addition to the group, the Negotiator Router updates the keys distributed among the routers as described in Alg. 4. First, it calculates the cache and key weights of each router which is proportional to individual cache and key sizes, respectively (lines 3 and 4). Next, the two weights are compared, and the keys are redistributed until the weights become equal (lines 5 to 9). Then, the Negotiator Router distributes the updated new hash ring map to all the routers.
V. CACHE DECISION PROCESS
Our objective is to improve cache hit probability and reduce access delay of content chunks. To achieve this, we propose a cache decision process which involves two steps: i) Cache decision when the Interest packet arrives, and ii) Caching the Data packet according to the cache decision. Cache decision is made according to the randomized online algorithm based on the Ski-Rental problem.
A. SKI-RENTAL PROBLEM PRELIMINARIES
In the Ski-Rental problem, a person decides whether to rent (paying the repeating cost) or buy (paying the one-time cost) skis. In the offline case (complete information is known), the VOLUME 6, 2018 person knows in advance how many days he will use the skis. In the online case (complete information is unknown), the person does not know the number of skiing days in advance. Thus, the decision made by complete information can give the optimal solution, whereas the online algorithm cannot because it lacks complete information. The performance of an online solution can be evaluated by a competitive analysis as follows:
Definition 1: Let υ(σ ) denote the cost of an online algorithm υ on input sequence σ . Let υ * (σ ) denote the cost of an optimal, offline algorithm on input σ . An online algorithm υ is θ-competitive if for any sequence,
The competitive ratio of the online algorithm is then defined as
The Ski-Rental algorithm can be categorized into deterministic and randomized approaches [35] . 
B. SKI-RENTAL-BASED CACHING AND REPLACEMENT SCHEME
The Ski-Rental problem can be mapped into the NDN caching and replacement process, by considering a router as person, ski buying as caching content chunk (the buying cost is mapped to the cache memory usage cost) and ski renting as not caching the chunk (the renting cost is analogous to the cost to download the content from the server). In the online case, the router makes a decision whether to store the chunk or not, at the time of the Interest arrival without knowing the future popularity of each content chunk. The main goal of this algorithm is to reduce the cache miss without knowing the future popularity of each content chunk. As shown in Fig. 6 , p ij v (the caching parameter) lies between 0 and 1 and is monotonically non-decreasing over time. In the deterministic solution, the chunk caching decision (buying decision) is made when p ij v value reaches to 1. Thus, the competitive ratio of the deterministic solution is 2 according to (3), i.e., in the worst case scenario, the router spends two times of the optimal cost to cache the chunk. In the randomized solution, a threshold is randomly selected between 0 and 1 (γ ij v in the example shown in Fig. 6 
C. CACHE DECISION PROCESS WHEN INTEREST PACKET ARRIVES
Access nodes and routers use the same randomized online algorithm (Alg. 5) for cache decision. We first define the cache space cost to store one chunk at the node v as follows:
where C v (t) is initialized with the value of τ at time t = 0. Then, from time t = 1, C v (t) is updated with λ v (t)−λ v (t −1), which is the number of inter-arrival requests within every time frame. The probability to cache the chunk f ij at the node v is updated on every arrival of the requests. Caching probability at the k-th arrival of the request is updated as follows:
where q ij v is updated according to (10) , which is discussed in section V-E. Then, we define the threshold γ if F v i < s v then 6 :
else 8:
Relay f ij to requested nodes.
E. COMPETITIVE RATIO
To analyze the performance improvement of our proposal, we use the competitive ratio given in Def. V-A. We first formulate the cache decision and replacement problem as an integer linear program, where we minimize the cost to cache the chunk f ij or minimize the cache miss. The primal problem is given by: minimize: Second, we relax the problem (7) to obtain an equivalent linear program as follows: minimize:
Third, the dual problem of (7) can be written as follows:
maximize:
where, the dual variable y ij v (k) corresponds to the k-th request of content chunk f ij at node v. The first constraint of dual problem (8) 
where we set q ij v as follows:
to guarantee that p ij v (k) will become 1 after k-th requests. The variable z ij v (k) which is related to requesting cost for k-th request of content chunk f ij is denoted as follows: (11) 5:
Alg. 7 shows the steps to run the linear program to analyze the competitive ratio of randomized online algorithm. Next, the cost of randomized algorithm can be analyzed using a primal-dual analysis with the approximate complementary slackness conditions given in [35] . On the arrival of the k-th request, the probability of caching the chunk is p ij v (k), and the cost of requesting the chunk f ij is C
Then, the probability of forwarding the request for chunk f ij on the k-th request is 1 −
and the probability of forwarding the request on the k-th request is at most p ij v (k), corresponding to the second term in VOLUME 6, 2018
the primal objective function. Thus, by the linearity of expectation, for any number of requests forwarding, the expected cost of the randomized algorithm is at most the cost of the fractional solution. Thus, by [35, Th. 2.3] , the algorithm is e/(e − 1)-competitive.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme using the chunk-level simulator, NDNSim [7] , which was developed under the Omnet++ simulator. The simulation code is available in [39] . The parameters used in the experiments are given in Table 2 . We analyze the proposed scheme by deploying homogeneous group size, heterogeneous cache size, and delay. We begin with a discussion of the configuration of the simulation environment. Next, we explain the performance metrics to compare the results of our proposed scheme with other schemes. Finally, we discuss the simulation results.
A. CONFIGURATION 1) TOPOLOGY Fig. 7 shows the topologies used in the simulation. The black circles represent content routers, white circles represent access nodes, and the yellow circle represents the content server. For the tree topology shown in Fig 7(a) , all of the content routers are grouped as a single group and connected with 8 access nodes. For the grid topology displayed in Fig 7(b) , all four content routers are grouped into one group and connected with 12 access nodes. For the grid topology shown in Fig 7(c) , all 11 content routers are formed into two separated groups. Grey color circles group is composed of 5 content routers and black color circles group is composed of 6 content routers. There are ten access nodes which are evenly distributed among black and grey nodes. 
2) CONTENT DISTRIBUTION
To get a realistic estimation of the catalog size, we choose video contents similar to YouTube, which has an approximate catalog size of about 10 8 [36] , [37] , the average content size of 10 megabytes space [38] , and follows the geometric distribution. Thus, the overall catalog size is about 1 petabytes (PB).
3) CACHE SIZE
Considerations for the cache size of the routers are well discussed in [37] . In this paper, we use a heterogeneous cache size for the whole network to simulate consistent hashing key distribution. Then, we consider how much cache size should be allocated for the whole autonomous system. We assign 5% of the catalog size for the whole network cache.
4) DELAY
For simplicity, we consider topologies with a uniform delay (1ms). We also assume that the links are non-congested and have infinite bandwidth. So, the network delay matches the propagation delay of each link.
5) GENERATING USER REQUESTS
To generate user requests, we first consider the object popularity. YouTube traffic analysis [36] - [38] shows that the content requests (i.e., popularity) follow Zipf distribution. Hence, we use Zipf distribution for the content requests in our simulation to reflect the real-world scenario. Zipf distribution is the discrete version of Pareto distribution which explains the famous 80-20 rule (also known as the Pareto principle) and has a variety of application in social, scientific, economic and many other types of observable phenomena. Thus, in this paper, the object popularity follows the Zipf distribution, where the probability of content i is denoted as
where i is the rank of the i-th object.
To run the simulation, we assume that the object popularity follows a Zipf distribution range (α = 0.9 to 1.5). Requests arrive following a Poisson process, P {N (t) = n} = (λt) n n! e −λt . Also, user's devices are implemented with CCN protocol.
6) STATISTICS COLLECTION
The simulation starts with empty caches. When the cache spaces become full, every router samples its hit rate at every 0.1 secs simulated time and computes the variance of the collected samples at every 60 window. Only when the cache hit variance falls under a given threshold (0.05) does a router declare itself stabilized. We gather statistics after the routers reached the steady state. 
B. PERFORMANCE METRICS
We choose the probability of hit, probability of inner hit and workload on content store measured at the router as network-centric Key Performance Indicator (KPI) metrics. We choose the access delay to retrieve the content measured at the user device as user-centric KPI.
1) PROBABILITY OF HIT (NETWORK CENTRIC)
Typically, the performance of the cache is measured in terms of the probability that requested chunks are found at a given content store. The probability of a cache hit measures the hit and miss probabilities to determine how much traffic the network can eliminate. The probability of a cache hit is calculated as follows:
where P hit is the probability of hit, v∈V N hit v is the total number of hit at routers, access nodes, and v∈V N hit v +N miss v is the total number of cache hit and cache miss.
2) PROBABILITY OF INNER HIT (NETWORK CENTRIC)
We also consider inner hits, which measure how much workload the network can handle. The inner hit is calculated as follows:
where u∈U F u is the total chunk downloaded by all users, and w∈V s F w is the total number of chunks that are downloaded from the content server.
3) CONTENT STORE WORKLOAD (NETWORK CENTRIC)
The content store load measures the average workload effect by the Interest packets to the content store of router, BS, and SBS. The average load on content store is calculated as follows:
where N req w is the total number of requests the node w searches in its content store, and N req v is the total number of requests that arrived at node v.
4) BANDWIDTH CONSUMPTION (NETWORK CENTRIC)
Also, we measure the impact on bandwidth consumption between content routers by measuring the average number of data packets passing through each content router in each every one second.
5) AVERAGE DELAY (USER CENTRIC)
In addition, we measure the latency to download the contents from the user side, which is calculated as follows:
where U is the total number of users, t ij u is the delay in accessing the content f ij by the user u, and F u is the total number of downloaded content chunk by the user u. Fig. 7 shows the network topologies used for the performance evaluation. In order to know which scheme contributes more, we separately run Ski-Rental scheme, Consistent Hashing scheme and Proposed (combined) scheme, then the results are shown in Table 4 . Overall, as shown in results from Table 4 , the combined Ski-Rental and Consistent Hashing scheme showed better performance than individual Ski-Rental scheme and Consistent Hashing scheme in terms of the cache hit, inner cache hit, Content Store workload and average delay. This is because it reduces the storage of duplicate contents among neighbor routers. Moreover, the combined scheme only caches contents that seem to be popular. However, the Consistent Hashing scheme and combined scheme use more bandwidth than other schemes. This is because Consistent Hashing requires control overhead to remove duplicate contents in one-hop neighbors. This leads to more packet transmission in the entire network. Hence, Consistent Hashing increases cache hit at the expense of increased bandwidth usage. The results from simulation have shown that Ski-Rental based caching scheme is necessary to improve the performance of Consistent Hashing based caching and forwarding scheme. Then, we discuss network-centric and user centric-performance results compared to others scheme shown in Table 3 are as follows.
C. SIMULATION RESULTS

1) PROBABILITY OF HIT (NETWORK CENTRIC)
Fig. 8 shows the results of chunk level cache hit rate in three network topologies. Higher probability of hit means better performance. As we expected, in the Fig. 8 , the hit rate of all schemes increase with α (Zipf parameter) values from 0.9 to 1.5 because users shift requesting from a large variety of content to requesting from a small amount of popular content. Overall, our proposed scheme showed better performance (up to 72%) than others. The results of the Tree topology, in Fig. 8(a) , show that our proposed scheme outperforms SPR-LCD by 42%, SPR-LCE by 68% and SPR-PROB by 51%, respectively. The results of Grid topology, in Fig. 8(b) show that our proposed scheme outperforms SPR-LCD by 14%, SPR-LCE by 35% and SPR-PROB by 23%, respectively. The results of Abilene topology, in Fig. 8(c) , show that our proposed scheme outperforms SPR-LCD by 43%, SPR-LCE by 72% and SPR-PROB by 53%, respectively. SPR-LCE gives the lowest cache hit because contents are cached at every node without considering the popularity of contents. SPR-PROB gives the better performance than the SPR-LCE because it considers probability to cache the content based on the size of cache space and retrieving distance from the Content Store of intermediate nodes or Content Server. SPR-LCD gives the better performance than the SPR-PROB because popular contents are replicated to the downstream nodes whenever cache hit occurs. Our proposed scheme improves the performance of cache hit than others because of two facts. First, the node forwards the requests only to the potential location using coordinated forwarding. Second, the node stores only the popular contents using Ski-Rental based online caching algorithm.
2) PROBABILITY OF INNER CACHE HIT (NETWORK CENTRIC)
The inner cache hit comparison is shown in Fig. 9 , where we measure the percent of contents provided from the in-network cache instead of provided from the content server. The results of the Tree topology, Fig. 9(a) , show that the proposed scheme is 15% better than SPR-LCD, 23% better than SPR-LCE and 17% better than SPR-PROB. The results of Grid topology, in Fig. 9(b) , show that the proposed scheme outperforms 8% than SPR-LCD, 21% than SPR-LCE and 14% than SPR-PROB. The results of Abilene topology, in Fig. 9(c) , show that the proposed combined scheme is 19% better than SPR-LCD, 24% better than SPR-LCE and 16% better than SPR-PROB. Among different schemes, SPR-LCE gives the lowest inner hit probability because it stores duplicate content on the request routes, and this affects the cache utilization of each router. SPR-PROB is better than the SPR-LCE because it stores the content depending on the location of the router, and reduces the storage of duplicate content. SPR-LCD is better than the SPR-LCE and SPR-PROB because it reduces the storing of duplicate content and stores the popular items nearer to the users. Our proposed caching scheme outperforms the others because it eliminates the duplicate content by using consistent-hashing-based filtering technique and stores the valuable content by using Ski-Rental based online cache decision algorithm. workload means better performance. The results of the Tree topology, in Fig. 10(a) , our proposed scheme is 32% better than SPR-LCD, 39% better than SPR-LCE and 35% better than SPR-PROB. The results of the Grid topology, in Fig. 10(b) , show that our proposed scheme is 9% better than SPR-LCD, 17% better than SPR-LCE and 14% better than SPR-PROB. The results of the Abilene topology, in Fig. 10(c) , our proposed scheme is 33% better than SPR-LCD, 41% better than SPR-LCE and 37% better than SPR-PROB. From  Fig. 10 , the workload of the content store for finding the relevant content depends on the forwarding strategies than the caching strategies. SPR performance is lower than the proposed scheme because it forwards the Interest packets to the content server via the shortest path. Thus, all of the nodes on the Interest packet forwarding path need to find the requested content on their CS. Our proposed scheme has better performance than the others because of the coordinated Interest packets forwarding scheme, where the cluster of the routers shares the workload to search the requested contents. Fig. 11 shows the average bandwidth usage comparison between the proposed scheme and others. A lower bandwidth usage means better performance. The results of Tree topology in Fig. 11(a) , show that on average, our proposed scheme uses bandwidth 31% more than SPR-LCD, 2% less than SPR-LCE and 12% more than SPR-PROB. The results of Grid topology in Fig. 11(b) , show that on average, our proposed scheme uses bandwidth 38% more than SPR-LCD, 5% less than SPR-LCE and 7% more than SPR-PROB. The results of Abilene topology, in Fig. 11(c) , show that on average, our proposed scheme consumes bandwidth 31% more than SPR-LCD, 10% less than SPR-LCE and 3% more than SPR-PROB. Overall, the bandwidth usage of our proposed scheme is lower than SPR-LCE because the proposed scheme improves the cache utilization by eliminating the storing duplicate contents among neighbor routers. Therefore, the chance to satisfy the requested contents at the cache cluster is higher than the others. On the other hand, due to Consistent Hashing, our proposed scheme consumes more bandwidth than SPR-LCD and SPR-PROB. Fig. 12 compares the average access delay, which measures the average round trip time to receive the requested content. A lower access delay means better performance. In Tree topology, Fig. 12(a) shows that the proposed scheme is 9% better than SPR-LCD, 25% better than SPR-LCE and 16% better than SPR-PROB. In Grid topology, Fig. 12(b) shows that the proposed scheme is 9% better than SPR-LCD, 25% better than SPR-LCE and 17% better than SPR-PROB. In Abilene topology, Fig. 12(c) shows that the results show that our proposed scheme is 2% better than SPR-LCD, 21% better than SPR-LCE and 11% better than SPR-PROB. Overall, SPR-LCE suffered from the highest latency to download the requested content because LCE caching policy stores all of the passing contents on every node. Thus, the cache utilization is degraded, and that effect leads to increase in the average delay to retrieve contents. SPR-PROB scheme gives better results than SPR-LCE because it reduces the storing of duplicate contents and caches the popular items nearer to the users. SPR-LCD is better than the SPR-LCE and SPR-PROB because it stores the content depending on the location of the router, and reduces the storage of duplicate contents. Our proposed scheme is slightly better than the SPR-LCD because the proposed forwarding strategy supports router to find the requested contents which are stored off-path and proposed Ski-Rental based caching scheme keeps the potential popular content on each node.
4) BANDWIDTH USAGE (NETWORK CENTRIC)
5) AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY (USER CENTRIC)
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the joint caching and Interest forwarding scheme for NDN is proposed to store digital content efficiently and effectively by utilizing the advantages of cooperative and non-cooperative caching. Moreover, the proposed forwarding scheme is able to forward requests directly to the custodian router without flooding. Furthermore, any nodes (core routers and access routers) that are not the custodian of the arriving request can skip the Content-Store-Checking step. Besides, the proposed scheme prevents the replacing of non-valuable content with valuable content with the help of Ski-Rental-problem-inspired randomized online caching policy. As a result, the proposed scheme improves the cache hit ratio, and inner cache hit. In addition, it reduces the workload of the router's content store and average delay to download the requested content. The proposed mechanism was intensively simulated, and the experimental results show that with our proposed mechanism, the cache hits become higher while the workload on router's content store becomes lower. Further, the inner hits are higher while the average waiting time to get contents is much lower than the other similar proposals in the literature. In this paper, our focus is to improve the cache utilization without knowing the future popularity of contents. Therefore, as future work, we will focus on the caching based on content's popularity prediction.
